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A new leader has arrived at Burnsville-Eagan-Savage School District.

Her name is Cindy Amoroso and she's the new interim
superintendent for the district. She was born and raised in

Mankato, where she also gathered about 30 years of experience in

education at Mankato Area Public Schools. The last four years, she's
been the assistant superintendent in District 19L, where she worked alongside Joe Gothard, who
left the district to lead St. Paul Public Schools at the end of June. She has her master's degree in
curriculum and instruction and a specialist degree in educational administration.

Amoroso has her work cut out for her. The district is in the midst of a redesign catrled Vision
One91, an overhaul of programming, curriculum, technofogy upgrades and other changes. That
and all the other duties that come along with being superintendent, such as leading staff and
working with community partners.

She started July 1.

The Savage Pacer sat down with Amoroso to learn more about her and what her hopes are for
the coming schoolyear.

(Note: this intewiew hqs been edited for clarity and length.)

Q: So, tell us about yourself.

A: I grew up in a family of two educators. My mom was an elementary teacher, my dad was a
high school English teacher, debate coach, theater director. And then he became a college
professor and ultimately a dean and was on our school board and was actually the chair of the
school board as I was growing up.

I saw my parents who were very fulfilled in what they did, and who had such a passion for
education, teaching children and helping people be successful. So, I went to college thinking
about becoming a lot of different things and ended up with an English major. I liked writing and I

was interested in teaching. So, I began teaching English at the high school. And then I decided to
try my hand at writing, so I worked for a [magazine] publishing cornpany... lfound that writing
was just way too solitary an activaty for me. So, I went back to teaching.

...|'ve always loved every job l've had. Every job I had, I thought, this is the job l'm going to stay
in, I love this job. And then there would be another opportunity ttiat would coryre up and l'd land
in that, and I'd think, this is the job I really love" And so r.rltimatelp here I am. I love what I do, I

really love what I do.



Q: What's your favorite part about it?

A: I believe in public education. I believe in the power of education. I believe in that power from
both obviously an academic knowledge and skill area but I also believe in the power of the
relationships that are created for students and adults. And I think about how many of us, if we
think back to who some of the most influential or compelling people in our past who influenced
us, most of the time that person's going to be able to identify a teacher.

I also again saw my mom and my dad supporting students in ways that went way beyond the
typical teaching literature, teaching writing or teaching second grade math or second grade

science. I saw former students that continue to come back to our home into their 30s and 40s.
My mom in her 80s still gets cards and letters from people who were her students back in
elementary school. I see the power that a teacher has in the lives of so many people. That power,
that influence, goes beyond just the classroom.

Q: So how are you feeling about stepping into this new role?

A: l'm so excited. tt feels natural in the sense that Joe [Gothard] and I came together, he hired
me when he came to Burnsville. We experienced these first four years together. We have a

vision, we have a plan, and l'm continuing that plan. I am making sure that the momentum we've
developed up to now not only continues, but we'll take it even to the next level. We did amazing
things last year - well, over the last four years, which came to fruition last year...

There are still so many things that are changing as we're implementing Vision One9l to redesign
our district. We have a brand-new literacy framework going in this year [for K-5]. We are ramping
up the literacy that we put in place with the middle schools; that K-8 focus on literacy is a needed
and exciting focus... in closing our achievement gaps. We will be in our second year of the digital
learning specialists at the elementary fievel], which went way beyond our expectations last
year... At the middle schools, we are continuing to implement that middle school model. That
middle school model involves structural changes like how many periods in the day do we have an

advisory, what time does the day start, what time does it end, how long are periods, what classes

do we offer... the biggest difference between a middle school and a junior high is the philosophy
of the people within that building. And so that's what we will continue working with this year -
building the relationships with students, increasing active engagement in our classes, just really,
really strengthening what that middle school does for our students.

Q: What are some other projects coming up for the district?

A: The levy is the other huge piece. That will be critical to being able to continue with the
implementation of our vision.

We need the levy, first of all, because one of our current operating levies is expiring. So, we have

to have that renewal. That is expiring this year; if it does not pass, we will be cutting over 57
million for next year. We don't have a chance to go back. ... Right now, if funding had kept up

[with inflation] over the last 15 years we would be receiving an additional 55 million a year. lt's a
lot of money. So, we will have a second question that will ask for additional revenue for us to be

able to maintain and move Vision One9l forward.


